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15H Getting started with numbers

I Pick a number

1. Read the following procedure (or algorithm).
Procedure ①:

Pick a number. Multiply the number by 8, add 6 to the product, divide the sum

by 2, and subtract 3.

① �→

② � ×8 =△
③ △+6 =♦
④ ♦÷2 =▽

⑤ ▽−3 =©.

⑥ →©
a. Try this procedure with some numbers and write the results in the fol-

lowing table.

Starting number 1 3 5 -2 0

Final number

I will ask you to give your calculations, it should give something like:

One times eight is eight, then I add six. Eight plus six is fourteen, I

divide fourteen by two that’s equal to seven and then I subtract three:

seven minus three is four. So this algorithm gives an output of four with

an input of one.

b. Compare the input and the output, what do you notice? How should one
continue the procedure so that it gives the starting number in the end?

c. Could you give a mathematical proof of this?

2. Do the same with this second procedure:
Procedure ②:

Pick a number. Multiply the number by 6, add 10 to the product, divide the

sum by 2, and subtract 5.

3. Write your own magical procedure using additions, multiplications, divisions,
subtractions thats starts with ”Pick a number. Add . . . to the number,. . . ”
and that returns the original picked number. I might ask you to try it out
loud in front of the classroom, so make it neat!

II Different multiplications

Throughout History, Man has used different ways to calculate long multiplications
conviniently and some are shown below. On the left the Mayan technique, then the
lattice multiplication used by the Europeans during the middle ages and last, on
the right the Egyptian multiplication that involves doubling and addition. Try to
understand and explain them.
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